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Abstract
Background: Monitoring warfarin therapy is crucial. A multidisciplinary team evaluates the appropriateness and duration
of warfarin therapy, monitors international normalized ratio (INR), regulates warfarin dose, and educates patients. A
multidisciplinary telephone-based management team has been operating but has not been compared to the traditional
office-based visits management team.
Objective: Compared the warfarin-related complications between the telephone-based management team with the traditional
office-based visit management team.
Methods: We conducted a single center, PROBE trial of eligible adults with inappropriate INRs level that received
multidisciplinary management through telephone or traditional in-office-based visits. Data analyses to compare warfarinrelated outcomes and clinical end points between groups was done.
Results: Three hundred nineteen patients were evaluated, and 102 patients were included in the study. They were divided
into three groups. The first two groups, which had 34 patients each, were managed by multidisciplinary telephone and
regular period visits at two- and three-month respectively. The third group, which included 34 patients, was managed in
office-based clinic visits as the control group. There were no differences in demographic between the groups. There was
no statistically significant difference in rate of INRs level achievable (67.6%, 82.4%, 88.2%, p = 0.096), thrombotic and/
or bleeding event (17.6%, 8.8%, 8.8%, p = 0.427), and hospitalization with warfarin-related (2.9%, 2.9%, 0%, p = 0.600).
There were significantly fewer incidences of emergency department visit rate causing adverse events in the telephonemanaged groups as compared with the face-to-face-managed group(p = 0.045). However, there was no statistical significant
in adverse events and INRs achievable rate between patients in group 2 (2-month interval) and 3 (3-month interval).
Conclusion: The multidisciplinary telephone-based management of patients with unachievable INRs level through a
physician-staffed warfarin clinic resulted in clinical outcomes that were at least as safe as those managed with officebased visits. Telephone-based education can be added to manage warfarin therapy in patients who INRs level are not able
to reach the target.
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Introduction
The use of warfarin is an extremely important issue in
clinical practice. Because of warfarin’s narrow therapeutic
index and its many drug and dietary interactions, patients
who take warfarin must have their international normalized

ratio (INR) monitored and their warfarin dose adjusted on a
regular basis(1). INR level must meet the criteria for treatment
for each indication. If the INR level is out of therapeutic
range, it can cause all kinds of bleeding complications and
thrombotic event. Therefore, narrowing the range is important.
The challenge is still significant when the bleeding is
particularly severe. Depending on the duration of warfarin,
the dosing is critical(2). Traditionally, physicians provided
these services. However, with the rise of multidisciplinary
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health management over the past decade, non-physicianbased clinical management programs such as telephonebased, anticoagulation services have become more
popular. In an anticoagulation clinic (ACC), physicians turn
over the warfarin-related care of their anticoagulated patients
to a multidisciplinary team of health-care providers who
monitor patients’ INRs, prescribe warfarin, and educate
patients about their therapy. Research suggests that
patients treated in an ACC spend more time in a therapeutic
INR range and have lower bleeding and thromboembolic
rates than patients receiving standard physician care(3-4).
Reduced patient knowledge have been shown to
influence compliance of drug usage, produce poorer health
therapeutic outcomes, and increase patients risks of serious
complication from warfarin, even when the patients are in
ACC programs(5-6). Thus, the possibility to increase the
patient knowledge and compliance with telephone-based
clinical management programs is important, not only for
patients who take warfarin, but also for patients with related
disease management programs(7).
Telephone-based management of anticoagulant
therapy has been described in several reports, so far(7-8).A
survey of patients who were enrolled in a telephonic
anticoagulation clinic found that these patients had a high
degree of satisfaction with care and a high level of
knowledge about warfarin therapy(9). One report described
monitoring outcomes and clinical events in a telephonebased anticoagulation management service that were
similar to previously reported outcomes in traditional officebased anticoagulation clinics(6). In addition, the results of a
study of a centralized, telephonic, pharmacist-managed
anticoagulation monitoring service showed that it reduced
the risk of anticoagulation therapy-related complications
compared to usual care(10).
However, to our knowledge, no randomized trial has
analyzed patients that received reinforcement knowledge
of warfarin management by a telephone-based ACC
multidisciplinary team(8). We assessed the therapeutic INR
range (TTR) of patients taking warfarin who were treated
either at a control health center with traditional ACC access
or randomly selected to have access to a telephone-based
ACC. We hypothesized that patients who received an added
telephone-based health center support would be more in
therapeutic INR range. Therefore, they would use less
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medical resource and have less warfarin-related
complications than patients who receive only traditional
multidisciplinary clinic setting care at a control health
center. Furthermore, we hypothesized that the appropriate
duration of follow-up on a patient that is unachievable TTR,
both short and long period, can be achieved with an added
telephone-based program, with no difference of adverse
event.

Methods
Participant Randomization of Bhumibol Adulyadej
hospital RTAF
We established the single center of study at ACC of
Cardiovascular Research and Prevention Centre (CRPC)
and medical outpatient units. We used a block
randomization matching two variables in the CRPC and
medical outpatient units by gender and baseline
unachievable INR level, low or high. The patients assigned
to ACC were in group 1, as a control, group 2 as the short
follow-up (8 weeks), or group 3, as the long follow-up (12
weeks) after completing a two weeks run-in period.
Physicians could choose to enroll eligible patients in the
intervention group or could continue to monitor their patients
in the conventional treatment group. Physicians could
change the patients between groups with written consent
until the end of the study, which operates with the research
protocol. Finally, 319 patients were enrolled and 34 patients
participated in each group.
Selection of Study Participants
Between March and December 2013, to select
potential study participants, we used physicians and
pharmacists claims to identify all patients who had warfarin
prescribed. Patients recruited to the study signed an
informed consent. We have chosen to separate groups by
gender and INR prior to treatment goals. The appropriate
INR level was defined following specific conditions such
as between 2.0 and 3.0 in cases of atrial fibrillation or aortic
prosthetic heart valves or between 2.5 and 3.5 for patients
whose had mitral prosthetic valves to prevent thrombotic
or bleeding complicated therapy. After the medical
examination and pharmacists educated to patient or their
caregivers, patients were recruited to the study. Patients
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were required to use the telephone to communicate on their
own or through their caregivers under the hotline safety
protocol. They also had to meet the team regularly.
ACC Role, Trial Protocol, and Structured Telephonebased Protocol
The ACC regrouped a multidisciplinary team,
consisting of a physician, a nurse, and a pharmacist. The
ACC facilitates a clinical point of cares for patients receiving
warfarin continuously. When they meet the physician, clinical
data and physical examination are collected. Then, a special
nurse and a pharmacist attending the ACC will give the
necessary warfarin education to patients. They will promote
compliance, drug-to-drug and drug-to-food interaction. They
will also explained the complication of warfarin. Finally, they
will answers all questions from the patients(8).In this study,
an added telephone-based educational program was
conducted by a well-trained physician, a practical nurse, and
a clinical pharmacist. This was done between appointment
and contained all issues as discussed during the routine
visits. Following the the protocol and guidelines, a structured
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program was initiated. The only difference between the
groups was the fixed duration and frequency of follow up
between the three groups. The medical staff communicated
with the patients primarily by telephone. The staff completed
the initial patient education over the telephone. Asingle call
was made to the patients of group 2 and two calls were
made to the patients in group 3. However, there were no
office-based group educational session.
Measures
A new case record form was created to collect the clinical
data. The form was validated and redesigned. The data about
clinical issues, drug compliance to assess over or under
usage, food or herb remedies, other drugs used such as
over-counter-drug, and NSAIDs or drug suspected to interfere
directly warfarin level were collected. Moreover, the adverse
events including bleeding or thrombotic event, emergency
room visit, or hospitalization related to warfarin were also
collected. As a safety protocol, a hotline was available to
all enrolled patients to contact the multidisciplinary team
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Randomization, Follow-up, and Analysis Populations
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Statistical Analyses
We used a non-parametric statistic, Chi square test,
and univariate analysis to compare INR achievable by TTR,
and warfarin dosage differences in patients at the telephonebased and in ACC centers. The intent-to-treat analyses
compared the adverse events of all patients at the
telephone-based and the control warfarin centers. We
calculated basic descriptive statistics for the patient
demographic data and created graphs. We used two-sided
tests for all comparisons and considered a p value less
than .05 to be statistically significant.We performed our
analyses in SPSS (Version 13; SPSS; Chicago, IL).

Results
Three hundred nineteen patients were enrolled and
after selection, 102 patients, divided in three groups, were
included in this study. Table 1 summarizes the demographic
characteristics of the patients in each management group.
The differences in sex, age, duration of therapy, indications
for oral anticoagulation, medical comorbidity, baseline INR
level, mean dosage of warfarin and warfarin-naive patients
did not reach statistical significance. As described in Table
2, the differences in monitoring outcomes such is achievable
INR by TTR, clinical end points both bleeding or thrombotic
events, and the use of health-care resources between the
three groups did not reach statistical significance.
Patients who were managed by an added telephonebased had a similar number of INRs compared to patients
who were managed during office encounters (67.6% vs
85.2%, respectively; p = 0.096). The INR achievable by
TTR was not statistically significant different between
control and telephone-based management at the end of
study (67.6%, 82.4%, 88.2%, p = 0.096), recurrent
thromboembolism and/or bleeding event (17.6%, 8.8%,
8.8%; p = 0.427; RR 0.89; 95% CI, 0.32 to 2.34), and
hospitalization with warfarin-related (2.9%, 2.9%, 0%;
p = 0.600; RR 0.21; 95% CI, 0.02 to 0.16). There were
significantly fewer incidences of emergency department
visit rate caused adverse events between telephonemanaged and ACC centers -managed (p = 0.045). However,
there was no statistically significant difference in adverse
events and INRs achievable rate between patients in group
2 (2-month interval) and 3 (3-month interval).
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Discussion
Telephone-based management of oral anticoagulation
therapy has been described in several reports. In addition
to our knowledge, this is the first randomized controlled
study to evaluate differences in monitoring clinical
outcomes, clinical end points, and health-care resource
utilization between the added telephone-based and officebased patients within an anticoagulation clinic setting in
Thailand. The results showed no significant differences
between the three groups, indicating that the added
telephone-based to conventional clinic education and followup were at least as effective as in-person visits to manage
oral anticoagulation. It is important to highlight that the
structured and rigidity of our telephone-based interview and
patient evaluation replicated the model of our in-clinic
visit(8,11-12). Therefore, our findings may be generalizable to
add telephonic anticoagulation education services that
merely serve to reinforce screening out-of-range INR values
and to increase safety when managing warfarin.
However, in new oral anticoagulants (NOAC) era,
warfarin is the cornerstone medication for patient whose
risk of thromboembolic event because of its low cost and
high effectiveness. Furthermore, many healthcare providers
such as physicians, practical nurses, and clinical
pharmacists have more experience with this drug(13).
The economic impact of using the added telephonebased management with a multidisciplinary team has not
been considered in this study(14). However, in previous
studies, it has been shown that using a telephone-based
approach for follow-up of patients in a primary care clinic
setting resulted in decreased costs because of the reduced
utilization of medical resources, including clinic visits,
hospital admissions, lengths of stay, and ICU days. Another
study showed that one third of patients who succeeded in
consulting a clinician by telephone would have otherwise
gone to an emergency department. No formal pharmacoeconomic study has been conducted to evaluate the impact
of telephone-based management(15,16). However, as
telephone management is not reimbursed by most payers,
anticoagulation clinics with a business model that requires
a particular level of reimbursement may find that telephone
management is not economically feasible. The study
showed safety impact to all patients whose warfarin-labile
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Table 1 Demographic characteristics
Demographic

Strata 1N, (%)

Strata 2N, (%)

Strata 3N, (%)

p

Mean age, years
<65
≥65

56.0±13.7
23 (67.6)
11 (32.3)

59.8±12.5
20 (58.8)
14 (41.1)

54.0±10.4
27 (79.4)
7 (20.5)

0.127
0.087

Male

15 (44.1)

20 (58.8)

22 (64.7)

0.063

INR goal
2.0-3.0
2.5-3.5

25 (35.7)
9 (28.1)

22 (31.4)
12 (37.5)

23 (32.8)
11 (34.3)

0.271

Indication to treat
AF/AFl
PHV
VTE/PE
LV thrombus
CHF
Other

10 (29.4)
18 (52.9)
3 (8.8)
1 (2.9)
1 (2.9)
1 (2.9)

15 (44.1)
11 (32.3)
4 (11.7)
1 (2.9)
1 (2.9)
2 (5.8)

17 (50.0)
14 (41.1)
0 (0)
1 (2.9)
1 (2.9)
1 (2.9)

0.664

Comorbidities
0
1-2
≥3

5 (14.7)
19 (55.8)
10 (29.4)

6 (17.6)
17 (50.0)
11 (32.3)

4 (11.7)
21 (61.7)
9 (26.4)

0.482

Non-therapeutic INR
Low level
High level

19 (55.8)
15 (44.1)

20 (58.8)
14 (41.1)

19 (55.8)
15 (44.1)

0.961

Initial INR (mode, range)

1.22 (0.63-4.59)

1.98 (0.65-4.94)

5.12 (0.52-6.57)

0.335

Final INR (mode, range)

2.14 (1.44-3.95)

2.23 (1.57-4.24)

2.53 (1.52-4.51)

0.619

Inappropriate INR
Dose-related
Non-dose related

24 (70.5)
10 (29.4)

22 (64.7)
12 (35.2)

23 (67.6)
11 (32.3)

0.874

Warfarin dose (mean of mg per week)
Initial
End period

19.8±3.5
20.1±1.8

19.1±2.7
19.9±1.9

19.8±3.3
20.0±2.0

0.833
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Table 2 Monitoring outcomes, clinical end points, and the warfarin-related complications*
Outcomes

Stratum 1N = 34

Stratum 2N=34

Stratum 3N=34

p

TTR achievable

23 (67.6%)

28 (82.4%)

30 (88.2%)

0.096

Adverse event

6 (17.6%)

3 (8.8%)

3 (8.8%)

0.427

ED visit

1 (2.9%)

2 (5.9%)

2 (5.9%)

0.045

Hospitalization

1 (2.9%)

1 (2.9%)

0 (0%)

0.600

*Major bleeding; any bleeding that resulted in hospital admission; Thromboembolism; any objectively confirmed thromboembolic event;
Warfarin-related emergency department visit; emergency department visit due to a complication of warfarin therapy (most commonly
ecchymoses); Warfarin-related hospital admission; any hospital admission specifically due to a complication of warfarin therapy, including
major bleeding complications, strokes, other thromboembolic events, and over anticoagulation.

was demonstrated, particularly for patients who are unable
to come to the clinic due to personal preference, distance,
transportation, or disability issues. The telephone
management was used as a reinforcement between short
and long-period follow-ups.
There were several limitations to this study that are
typical of PROBE evaluations. First, because it is a short
duration to follow-up in office-based patients, the
programmed education could have memorable effect to
many patients. Second, the protocol of warfarin guided the
dosage adjustment to achieve the goals by expert clinicians.
Third, the rigid structured telephone-based education and
commentary may not have allowed natural communication.
However, the telephone-based education actively
interrogated for serious complication of warfarin usage.
Finally, certain adverse events, particularly serious bleeding,
was associated with warfarin exposure duration.

Conclusion
The study demonstrated no significant differences were
found in INR clinical goal achievable by TTR, number of
bleeding events, thromboembolic events, warfarin-related
emergency department visits, or warfarin-related hospital
admissions between patients whose oral anticoagulant
therapy was managed by the added telephone-based of a
multidisciplinary team compared to patients whose therapy
was managed during office-based encounters in an

anticoagulation clinic setting. However, it was feasible and
safe to use for reinforcement therapy. While these findings
may be not demonstrated clinical impact to achieve INR
goal by TTR they enhance the perception for patient
evaluation and education when they visit the clinic.
The authors have no conflicts of interest.
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การเสริมความรเู รือ่ งยาละลายลิม่ เลือดทางโทรศัพทดว ยสหสาขาวิชาชีพ
ในผปู ว ยทีย่ งั ไมเขาเกณฑรกั ษา
ภูรทิ ตั เมืองบุญ พบ.1, กฤษฎา ศาสตราวาหา พบ.1
1

หนวยโรคหัวใจและหลอดเลือด, กองอายุรกรรม, โรงพยาบาลภูมพิ ลอดุลยเดช

บทคัดยอ
ภูมหิ ลัง: การรักษาระดับ INR ในผปู ว ยทีร่ บั รับประทานยาวอรฟารินในอยใู นชวงการรักษาดวยสหสาขาวิชาชีพในโรงพยาบาล
นัน้ มีประโยชนเพราะสามารถประเมินผลการรับประทาน, ความรวมมือรวมไปถึงการใหความรแู ละประเมินความเขาใจการใชยา
ไดดี อยางไรก็ตามการใชโทรศัพทเสริมเพือ่ ใหความรดู ว ยสหสาขาวิชาชีพอาจใหผลการเขาถึงระดับ INR ไดเพิม่ ขึน้
วิธกี ารศึกษา: เปนการศึกษาชนิดสมุ ทีม่ กี ลมุ ควบคุมแบบ PROBE แบงผปู ว ยทีร่ ะดับ INR ยังไมเขาเกณฑการรักษาออกเปน 3
กลมุ กลมุ ควบคุมไดรบั การรักษาในโรงพยาบาลดวยสหสาขาวิชาชีพ ในขณะทีก่ ลมุ ที่ 2 และ 3 ไดรบั โทรศัพทใหความรเู สริมเกีย่ ว
กับการใชยาวอรฟารินเพิม่ อีก 1 และ 2 ครัง้ ตามลำดับโดยมีระยะการติดตามระดับ INR ทุก 2 และ 3 เดือนตามลำดับและติดตาม
ระดับ INR ทีส่ นิ้ สุดการศึกษา โดยผลลัพธหลักไดแก therapeutic time in range (TTR) ตามเกณฑรกั ษาและผลลัพธรองไดแก
ภาวะเลือดออกผิดปกติและภาวะลิม่ เลือดอุดตันทีเ่ กีย่ วเนือ่ งดวยยาวอรฟาริน
ผลลัพธ: ลักษณะทัว่ ไปของผปู ว ยทัง้ 3 กลมุ ๆ ละ 34 ราย จำนวน 102 รายจาก 319 ทีเ่ ขาเกณฑคดั เลือกไมมคี วามแตกตางกัน
เมือ่ พนระยะเตรียมการ (run-in) สวนใหญเปนเพศชาย อายุเฉลีย่ 56.0±13.7 ป รอยละ 70.0 มีระดับ INR ไมเขาเกณฑการรักษา
เพราะเหตุเกีย่ วเนือ่ งกับขนาดยาวอรฟาริน เมือ่ สิน้ สุดการศึกษาไมพบความแตกตางอยางมีนยั สำคัญทางสถิตขิ องผลลัพธหลักและ
รอง ไดแก การเพิม่ ระดับ INR ตามเกณฑดว ยวิธี TTR ทัง้ 3 กลมุ (67.6%, 82.4%, 88.2%, p = 0.096), ภาวะลิม่ เลือดและ/หรือ
เลือดออกผิดปกติ (17.6%, 8.8%, 8.8%, p = 0.427) และการเขารับการรักษาในโรงพยาบาลดวยเหตุเกีย่ วเนือ่ งดวยยาวอรฟาริน
(2.9%, 2.9%, 0%, p = 0.600) อยางไรก็ตามกลมุ ผปู ว ยทีไ่ ดรบั โทรศัพทเสริมมีแนวโนมทีอ่ ตั ราเขารับการรักษาทีห่ อ งฉุกเฉินมากกวา
(p = 0.045) และไมพบความแตกตางอยางมีนยั สำคัญทางสถิตริ ะหวางกลมุ ผปู ว ยทีม่ รี ะยะการติดตามผล INR ทุก 2 และ 3 เดือน
ตามลำดับ
สรุป: การเสริมโทรศัพทเพือ่ ใหความรแู กผปู ว ยทีร่ บั ประทานยาวอรฟารินทีร่ ะดับ INR ยังไมเขาเกณฑการรักษาดวยสหสาขา
วิชาชีพไมเพิม่ อัตราการเขาเกณฑตามความจำเพาะของระดับ INR แตละเปาหมาย
คำสำคัญ: ยาเม็ดละลายลิม่ เลือด, โทรศัพท, ยาวอรฟาริน
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